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NOMAD LAND
This document, presented by Yeray López Portillo, representing Skinny Dog Films ApS, highlights the purpose and 

general framework of a multimedia project called “Nomad Land”. The project works with the creative expression of 

people as a tool for personal growth, a mean to produce materials that raise awareness about the need to act now on 

climate change, and the loss of traditional wisdom as to how we can better relate with nature.

Let’s start with Why
Although the magical and the mysterious seem to have been forgotten in modern societies, myths and imagination 

have been our historical connectors to the wonders of nature, as well as sources of knowledge and social cohesion. 

Those closer to the natural world, the animal psyche and the elements, were respected members of society, taken in 

high esteem and consulted. They were the ones who had a deep understanding of how to abide by nature and thrive. 

But who is trying to see like an eagle now, feel like a whale or stand like a tree? Where has that connection gone in the 

globalized world of today? Where is the awe for what’s known to be the most rare and precious thing in the universe 

which is life, in whatever form? 

There is no denial to the fact that we are entering an environmental state of emergency. The overall intention of 

“Nomad Land” is to raise awareness about the need to care for nature from an artistic, inclusive and multifaceted 

approach. This project promotes education and cultural exchange among people, while helping develop skills and 

stories that can be used to bring forth local perspectives with global interests.

NOMAD LAND - Outputs
Our proposal is to create concrete materials and experiences that will spark conversations about the importance to 

protect nature, taking a look at the intersection of mythology, and the critical loss of ancient knowledge, in areas 

where climatic uncertainty is most felt. The first project will focus on Greenland and then move to other areas within 

the circumpolar arctic.         

 

Materials for the first season of Nomad Land:

• A series of 5 short documentary films, of approximately 15 minutes in length, where local myths, tales, and 
narratives, explore the shared beliefs and histories of northern communities about nature and the mysterious 
powers in it. All chapters will be connected by the figure of a narrator, who personifies the spirit AAJUMAAQ 
(The sleeved one), a primordial mythical figure.  
Note: All the series will be recorded in the local languages. 

• A series of four to six two-day workshops on audio recording and filmmaking. In this way we grant the inclusion 
of local views into the production, train people in specific skills that could serve their lives or professions, and 
put them in contact with what it means to make films, hoping to continue working with the participants in the 
future series. 

• Online as well as offline meeting points. The project will produce a traveling exhibition, aiming to create 
meeting points for dialogue and understanding (at Universities, Museums, and Cultural houses). There will 
also be an online channel to show our creative process and engage with audiences.
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Who and How
As our world continues to shrink through the improved connectivity, global perspectives from local viewpoints are 

more important than ever. The voices of those who live the “myth”, the depletion of their habitats and their changes, 

must be put accounted in the global dialogue on what kind of world we want, and what are the solutions we must 

seek towards the global common goals. 

During the year in which the project will take place, a series of workshops (in skills used for filmmaking and audio 

recording) will be created to facilitate the inclusion of participants in the production process. That is why these lines 

just aim to present a direction, not a road map, as in all collaborative processes the results change as we move along 

the idea with the participants. 

We think that our project will interest not only the people directly affected by it, either by participating in the 

workshops or by experiencing the physical manifestations of the results, but that it will also connect with the rapidly 

growing movement of thousand of people taking action to preserve nature around the world  (See shared audiences 

further in the document). 

Along the circumpolar circle, similar mythical stories happen to be present; they are shared and still populate the 

imagination of many people. Tales from Greenland have their counterparts within the Inuit populations of Alaska, 

Canada and the Russian peninsula of Chukotka. Around 160.000 people share imagery and symbols from such tales 

as part of their inherited cultural identity and, while myths have a function, the project would like to understand how 

similar stories work in within far away lands. 

We believe that interpreting these mystical stories with a naturalist documentary look of those who tell them, 
along with a well-cared online communication of the process, will contribute to the strengthening of voices in the 
circumpolar area.

In collaboration with our partners, we’ll work to connect to our established networks, and find other groups interested 

in nature and the animal bond (See outreach below).

Building communities around our project - Outreach
We would like to say that we don´t start from scratch, and that the materials created will have access to audiences 

that Skinny Dog Films has been working with for almost five years. Most of the people in these groups care for 

nature and animals, as that is what Skinny Dog does. Our average weekly reach, just from Facebook, is of 45719, 

having peaks of more than half a million unique users (Se further below). Apart from that, around fifty thousand 

people follow our Instagram, seven hundred in Tweeter and more than a thousand in Kickstarter. These people 

have been so far formidable vectors to connect our productions to other audiences, get distribution, translations to 

thirteen languages and a lot more.

In our efforts to bring the project to the youth, we will collaborate with universities and schools for our exhibition. So 

far we have had a conversation with researchers at the University of Copenhagen to showcase our work and produce 

articles together (To be confirmed).

Once the first chapters are done, our intention is to launch a crowd funding campaign to reach new audiences and 

fund the access to short film festivals and their crowds. This is a great way to be present in cinemas and make people 

meet around the topics of Nomad Land.

Connecting with NGOs working for the environment and other animals is part as well of our outreach strategy. 

Once we have a pilot, it will be easier to connect and prepare a shared outreach strategy with them to drive 

people to our contents.
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The creative process - Workshops
Workshops provide spaces in which experts and non-experts can collaborative on identifying issues that are 

important for the participants and find solutions together, while learning some specific skills. Having specific tasks in 

bigger projects allows the non-experts to participate in the physical creation of professional-looking artworks and 

understand the collaborative efforts of all film productions.

Benefits of 
participating 
in the 
workshops

Material / Health Psych. Interpersonal

Direct 
Involvement

Builds inter-personal 

ties and promotes 

participation, authorship 

and entrepreneurship 

based on skills building, 

which improves health 

Increases opportunities 

for self-expression and 

enjoyment 

Increases sense of individual 

efficacy and self-esteem 

Improves individuals’ sense of 

belonging or attachment to a 

community 

Improves human capital: skills 

and creative abilities 

The creative response that 

occurs when participating in 

such processes empowers 

everyone involved to 

experience the world more fully 

and express what they believe 

is important. It encourages 

people to take an active role 

in the world and challenge the 

destructive ideologies that 

surround us.

Builds individual social 

networks

Enhances ability to 

work with others and 

communicate ideas

Audience 
Participation

Increases opportunities 

for enjoyment 

Relieves Stress 

Increases cultural capital 

Enhances visual-spatial 

reasoning and long-term 

project thinking

Participation and ownership

Increases tolerance of 

others
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Benefits of 
participating 
in the 
workshops

Economic Cultural Social 

Direct 
Involvement

Wages 

to paid 

employees 

Increases sense of 

collective identity 

and efficacy.  

Builds social capital by getting people involved, 

by connecting organizations to each other and by 

giving participants experience in organizing and 

working with local government and nonprofits. 

Promote human development through the 

creative expression, while fighting the constant 

abuses being committed against animals and 

environments.

Explore the shared beliefs and histories of 

Northern communities through audio recordings 

and interviews. 

Examine themes related to the intersection of 

myth, history, the natural world and personhood 

that connects the viewer with the critical loss of 

ancient cultural knowledge in the current era 

of globalization and climatic uncertainty. This 

exhibit helps to push the global dialogue around 

important social and environmental issues in the 

circumpolar North. 
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NOMAD LAND
PROJECT SYNOPSIS

“When the concept of human dominion over nature is questioned, the door opens for a 
multiplicity of relational bonds with fellow creatures and the world”

(Skeen, 2013)   

Our Vision as a social enterprise / Skinny Dog Films / MoonLeaks
- Social change and natural protection through storytelling and the inclusion of voices -

We believe in a world championed by the open exchange of knowledge (enabling people to explore and creatively 

participate in a global dialogues with their ingenuity, creativity and love). The creative response that occurs when 

participating in such processes empowers everyone involved to experience the world more fully and express what 

they believe is important. It encourages people to take an active role in the world and challenge the destructive 

ideologies that surround us.

The creative response is our answer to the question “What kind of world do we want to live in?” and can be used as a 

tool for change, inclusion and influence. Cultural activism is a much-needed action that rebels creatively against what 

harms the most vulnerable, sapiens included.

The project at hand “Nomad Land” - Watch clip here
Tales from Greenland / Season One
There are places where the presence of nature is so powerful, so overwhelmingly beautiful and hard, that it 

becomes difficult not to think about the ancestral connection with it as a whole. Life, after all, is a rare happening 

too often forgotten. 

In that fabulous tapestry of interconnected realities that life is, one could argue that local voices should be able to 

participate in how local futures are represented, express their opinions and have an influence. But that is not always 

the case, especially when those voices speak of ways semi whipped out by globalization, and of a worldview that 

might be only fully understood in a wider context of connection with nature. 

But this series of short films on the relationship between mythology and nature is not only about what was wise 

before, learned and enlighten, falling now unheard in the interest of globalization. This series is about today and 

tomorrow and is more relevant now than ever. We have to look back, yes! And find what was lost on our way to carry 

on with a healthy planet, but it is of major importance that we also look at the people today taking active choices to 

safeguard the planet, and let ourselves be inspired. 

This project puts voice and image to old tales, myths and superstitions, of areas where the power of nature is ever-

present and inspirational. We believe that, these cultural collective representations talk to the imagination and 

emotions of the modern individual from a much-needed cross-generational perspective.

The goal for this multimedia project, with the working title “Nomad Land”, is to record local storytellers and villagers, 

talking about a mythical tale, a local belief, an animal or a geographical/meteorological element with meaning to 

them and a connection to nature. These audios and interviews will be paired with beautifully crafted images of their 

natural surroundings (with a documentary like approach). These collections of stories will be put out into the global 

dialogue in different ways described below. 

https://vimeo.com/manage/330443343/general
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OUTPUT – OUTCOMES – Materials to produce

As one primary goal, the project aims to raise awareness about local stories with universal values, from a variety 

of artistic and media formats. We want to make people’s stories accessible to global audiences through the use of 

technology and social interactions, thus expanding the surface of contact between the project and the audiences. 

A series of five short films 
Of approximately 15 minutes in length, each one of these chapters will explore the relationship that local myths have 

with nature and how nature, its understanding and representation in cultural expressions, contribute to the creation of 

a national identity.

The myths told in these short films by locals and unified by the voice of a narrator (all in Greenlandic), will be 

illustrated with images of nature and of those who tell them.

A travelling exhibition
The intention with a movable exhibition is to create meeting points, within the communities affected by the project 

and outside, to reflect about nature, passing of time and network to promote the creative exchange. The stories will 

be played on different screens, or projected, with the intention to transport viewers as much as possible to where 

the stories take place.  Nomad Land stresses the importance of people´s empowerment through the artistic and 
shared expression of their views. 

Articles
Scientists and scholars
In order to address the complexity of the circumpolar experience or what function might the myth in question have in 

society, the article becomes a good form to deliver that extended information, increase the attention’s time on issues, 

and encourage other areas of knowledge to interact with our filmic materials.

We will develop some of these contents with our partners. Moonleaks.org has already started working on extra 

contents for the Nomad Land’s Channel with Ren Xiang Low, intern student from Singapore on Sociology and 

Economy, at Københavns Universitet. With him, and the help of other partners, the project will create four research 

articles. The first two with the working title: “Myths and their contribution to the creation of a National Identity in 

Greenland” and “Critical loss of ancient cultural knowledge in the current era of globalization and climatic uncertainty”

Apart from working to acquire other distribution means (like festivals or TV stations), the project will have its own 

channel on moonleaks.org for communicating its processes online, looking to inspire others to do something 

creative for nature. An example of channel can be found here. In that example, articles made in collaboration with 

psychologist, art historians and organizations, give a deeper look at the issue of hunting with sight hounds in Spain, 

the theme of our first film. 

Nomad Land will have its own channel on the platform Moonleaks.org. 

“MoonLeaks exists to promote creative exchange among people in the world who care for nature. Our platform 

believes in cultural activism, education and entrepreneurship as fundamental pillars for the development of 

sustainable societies end environments. We promote freedom of expression, creativity and the importance of local 

perspectives for the development of cultural projects of global interest.

We encourage the protection of living beings and their habitats, network to achieve growth, and collectively 

fundraise for stories that matter.”
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FOCUS ON PARTNERSHIPS, CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT AND ADVOCACY

This project comes from the need to address the urgency to adopt measures to minimize climate change and the 

loss of biodiversity. We must pay attention to what the scientific community and much of the traditional knowledge 

has been pointing at for decades, we must act together to protect the environment. Nowadays there seems to be a 

lack of attention towards some of known solutions that we have to put in place to protect nature. It is not enough to 

change our ear cleaning sticks or shopping bags; we need a profound systemic change. So to address these issues, 

connect intellectual and emotionally with them, our project aims to contribute with a multifaceted artistic approach, 

hoping to inspire action by the documentation of our processes and results. 

The following points address how planned activities should lead to certain immediate results, defined as outputs and 

outcomes, which in turn will contribute to creating the long-term desired change, and the inclusion of voices into the 

conversation about what kind of planet we want.

Our project is formulated along the lines of equality, dignity and the inclusion of peoples’ views. 

Nomad Land works for: 

• Capacity development: organizational and professional capacity building of people working with Nomad Land.
• Empowerment through participation, expression and sharing
• Awareness raising and attitudinal change: we look to increased awareness about topics through filmmaking and 

community dialogues.
• Strategic service delivery: documentation of the effectiveness of the model and processes to inspire and share 

tools with other initiatives.   
• Advocacy: Nomad Land will work towards the increase of international attention on the topics and build 

strategic alliances.

The capacity development of people we look for is within the communities affected by the project, as a prerequisite 

for the success of the project, and of those who engage with it, through the documentation and story lines.

Note on education: Education must foster people’s participation in society, their sense of dignity, self-worth and the 

development of their personality, abilities and creativity. Nomad Land will do its best to promote learning and give 

back to the communities helping us out in the form of creative technical tools.
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CREATURES CAST (Watch clip)

Although there is much research to do into finding what are the creatures or stories that the series will cover, here 

there is a list of some on which we are interested. In collaboration with the museum and local storytellers, we will give 

depth to these figures, so take the descriptions that follow, as a mere introduction to the fable. 

AAJUMAAQ - Narrator
The sleeved one

“AAJUMAAQ is known and feared across all of 

Greenland; it has served as a helper spirit to some of the 

greatest angakkut such as Naaja, Maratsi… and others. 

AAJUMAAQ not only acts as a helper spirit, but also as a 

creature of vengeance when an angakkoq uses it to attack 

his enemies. It often accompanies an angakkoq on his 

spirit journey to the other world as its strength makes it a 

powerful weapon against evil spirits or enemies wanting 

to kill the angakkuq on his travels. But first the angakkuq 

needs to master or ally himself with the helper spirit.”(0)

AASSIK
The giant worm

“AASSIK is a giant worm that appears in many different 

stories across Greenland. It is often found near the dogs’ 

hitching posts where it lives in a hole underground and 

tries to eat the puppies”(1)

IKKIILLINEQANNGEQQISSAARTOQ
The one that never gets blunt

“IKKIILLINEQANNGEQQISSAARTOQ is a creature with 

an incredibly hard sharp saw or a long pointy knife blade 

on its back. To defend itself it will jump up with its back 

to its attacker and cut them.”(2)

AMAROQ
The Wolf

AMAROQ is a giant wolf that haunts the edge of the 

ice cap and the icecap itself. It likes to make its den on 

plains with cotton grass. Here it feeds on reindeer and it 

is so big that it can carry a whole reindeer in its mouth.(3)

IMMAP NANUA
The bear of the sea

IMMAP NANUA is a huge polar bear. It is not to be 

confused with NAPPAASILAT or SERMILISSUAQ because 

this bear is so big that it can wade trough fjords and only 

gets wet up to its waist.”(4)

NAPPAASILAT
The spirit bear

NAPPAASILAT is a big polar bear with a bluish fur and a 

neck that is almost as wide as its body. It is most often 

found in inland lakes.

… It can have several functions, but acts primarily as a 

kind of portal for an apprentice angakkuq so that he can 

become a fully-fledged angakkuq.”(5)

QAJARIAQ
The giant kayak man, the seas, the waters are his 

domain and contemplation

QAJARIAQ can be seriously bloodthirsty and aggressive 

and has a habit of tying body parts from anyone he kills 

to his qajaq. He can cause bad weather by blowing into a 

small pipe which brings about a storm.”(6)

QAQQAT NAALAGAAT
The lord of the mountains

QAQQAT NAALAGAAT is the biggest and steepest 

of all the mountains and can, with the help of a skilled 

angakkuq, feed a starving settlement.”(7)

MALIINA
The Sun

“MALIINA is a beautiful young woman who wonders 

across the sky during the day. She only has one breast 

and holds a torch made from moss with which she light 

up the world.”(8)

KILIFFAK
The Scraper

“KILIFFAK is a big, long haired creature with six, and 

sometimes ten – legs. It is bigger than a polar bear and 

has a long body due to its many legs. “(9)

QIVITTUT
Mountain wanderers

“QIVITTUT are known and found across all of 

Greenland, in older as well as in recent times. They 

are created when someone leaves their settlement in 

shame, in anger or in grief. This person will walk far 

across the mountains or the icecap in order to sever 

contact with all other people, and live either in solitude 

or together with other QIVITTUT”(10)

https://vimeo.com/330443343/05ee4328b8
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ELEMENTS
Mist, Moon, Northern Lights, The Sea, Storms and Wind

Some of Greenland’s myths and legends seem often harsh but all of them take as their starting point the individual 

human being’s ability to survive in wild, demanding and violent natural surroundings. Such environment favoured 

groups of people living close together, semi isolated from other local communities. This gave birth to a big array of 

variations in the stories around common elements all communities shared.

TATOOS
“Tattoos convey meaning, identity and sometimes the belief of them working to repel or attract the spirits, 

dependent on how they were made and why.” (11)

Notes (0-11) taken from the book “Bestiarium Groenlandica”.

Finding the local stories in a difficult landscape
Accessing local stories in Greenland, especially those that are traditionally transmitted orally and thus have regional 

variations, is difficult. That is why we’re working into building partnerships that will help us achieve aour goals while 

keeping the budget as low as we can.

We understand that as we move along with Nomad Land, collaborate with our partners, research and connect with 

the local communities affected by the project, more possibilities for recording and capturing the varying richness 

of Greenlandic tales, told by locals, will increase. But there is a place, we believe, where we could start collecting, 

casting and curating stories with locals, Queen Ingrid’s Hospital in Nuuk.

Nomad Land, helped by Lena Ósk (a nurse manager at Ingrid’s Hospital) is working on a partnership with the Hospital 

at Nuuk, where patients from all over Greenland are flown in for treatment. 

We know that not all patients are in condition to talk; they might have other concerns or might not want to participate. 

But many times, the fact of being in a hospital puts us in contact with our deepest beliefs, our past and our legacy, 

and if well approached the idea of meeting with the patients (via the hospital local translators) to have quiet 

conversations about stories related to the project can give us access to amazing insight of far remote areas. 

Note on access: The project can also contact patients moved to Copenhagen for special treatments and establish 

a kind of a bridge to their Greenlandic inheritance through conversations that could ease our research, and help us 

understand where the stories we want to work with are. 

Soundtrack
The music will also be produced and recorded with Greenlandic artists. Of a minimal character, the music will be 

based on constructing soundscapes with drumming, singing and atmospheres recorded on site. The mysterious and 

at times scary tones of the soundtrack will transport us where the myths live, taking at times the whole weight of the 

story telling with its chants and rythms. 

Although the story of throat singing and its disappearing in Greenland as a wide spread use today is not clear, throat 

singing is practiced among Inuit communities through out Canada and has a distinct presence that can help connect 

the films with a broader musical inheritance.  We will work with Greenlander singer Varna Nielsen, drum-singer and 

composer, and other Greenlandic artists – to research and record the soundtrack for the project, paying attention to 

the regional variations of songs, their history and use. The music is a very important part of Nomad Land.
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What does happen next? Next Seasons
With the same principles for this project, we would like to develop the next season in Island (hopefully the third 
season in the Faroe Iceland and the in Sápmi).

Our first partner for understanding the mythical and natural landscape of Island is Orri Freyr Finnbogason, graffiti 

artist that has become a landscape designer and an arborist. He has a huge knowledge about hidden places, both in 

urban areas and in nature, working from collecting mushrooms for restaurants to using huge machinery to help clean 

forests from dead tress and misplaces stones, he is the perfect guide/fixer in Island to begin our next project.

Professor in Folkloristics Dr. Terry Gunnell, Faculty of Social Science, University of Iceland (to be confirmed as partner). 

The project has contact that is considered the Icelandic expert in mythology to start guiding us into shaping what will 

be the second season of Nomad Land.

Contact:

Yeray López Portillo
yeray@moonleaks.info

moonleaks.org

https://www.moonleaks.org/

